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Gain Access to the Most Complete,  
Comprehensive Dataset in the UK

Containing in excess of 40 million address records, 
the AddressBase products ensure that neither 
the public nor private sector will have to choose 
between competing addressing products. In many 
instances it significantly reduces licensing costs to 
those organisations who currently have to license 
more than one.

The AddressBase products are available to the 
public sector under the PSMA (Public Sector 
Mapping Agreement), which will include signatories 
of both the MSA (Mapping Services Agreement) 
and the PGA (Pan-Government Agreement).

Within the private sector, the AddressBase 
products will be available under a commercial 
license, which means businesses both large and 
small will be able to use the AddressBase products 
for their own internal and external use.

What this means is that for the first time, all 
public and private sector bodies have the option 
to reference the same data. By reducing errors 
and duplications, money and time will be saved, 
ultimately producing a better service for the 
taxpayer and consumer.

The AddressBase range of addressing products are the largest, most accurate and 
comprehensive address datasets available in the United Kingdom. They are made through 
the blending of three existing datasets – local government’s NLPG, Ordnance Survey’s OS 
MasterMap® Address Layer 2 and the Royal Mail’s PAF (Postcode Address File).



The Products:
There are 3 different versions of the AddressBase dataset – AddressBase Premium, AddressBase Plus and 
AddressBase. All three are derived from the same source and contain the UPRN and geographical coordinates 
to enable the data to be used within a GIS. Each version is updated every 6 weeks.

The main difference between the 3 versions is the level of detailed contained within each one:

AddressBase Premium•	  – is the most detailed of the product range, AddressBase Premium provides a  
 complete view of an address or property, including its full lifecycle from creation to retirement. 

AddressBase Plus•	  – Offers a complete picture of all current properties and addresses, AddressBase Plus  
 is structured in a flat file model and includes objects without a postal address 

AddressBase•	  – Extends the Royal Mail’s PAF database with UPRN’s and geographical co-ordinates.
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Ordnance Survey Coordinates to place 
address on a map   

References to OS MasterMap Address TOID   

4 Levels of Classification  
Primary Level of 

Classification
Feature lifecycle dates   

Local Authority Addresses   ×
Non postal addresses   ×
Local Authority Streets   ×
Parent/Child Relationships   ×
Alternative Addresses  × ×
Provisional Addresses  × ×
Historical Addresses  × ×


